Hospital Lighting Market: By Types of Lighting Technologies (Fluorescent, Incandescen, & LED Lighting Technology), By Types of Lights, By Basis of Hospital Premises, & By Region-Forecast (2014-2021)

Description: In hospital, infrastructure lighting is one of the important aspects. The effect of Ambient lighting in hospital rooms and premises impact the various activities in hospitals. This lights are effective which accomplish visual tasks and thereby reducing errors and controlling the body's circadian system. Moreover, it also influences the mood and perception of patients and healthcare staff. Hence, hospital lighting and its efficient implementation is being considered as a critical parameter in the hospital infrastructure development. Globally, increasing number of multi-specialty and super-specialty hospitals in developing nations such as, China, India, Brazil, and others, is the prime growth driver of hospital infrastructure lighting. However, the cost of installation of hospital infrastructure lighting is higher, and longer life span of modern lighting which are key restraints for hospital infrastructure lighting market.

This report identifies the global hospital lighting Market size in for the year 2014-2016, and forecast of the same for year 2021. It also highlights the potential growth opportunities in the coming years, while also reviewing the market drivers, restraints, growth indicators, challenges, market dynamics, competitive landscape, and other key aspects with respect to hospital lighting Market.

Geographically Asia Pacific dominated global Hospital Lighting Market, and is projected to have fastest growth, owing to higher number of mobile, laptop, and tablet users. Consumer electronics had the largest market in 2015 among all application, whereas the automotive application is expected to grow at a highest CAGR between 2016 and 2022.

This report segments global hospital lighting market on the basis of technology, by types of lights, by premises and regional market as follows:
Hospital Lighting Market, by technology: Fluorescent, Incandescen, and LED lighting technology
Hospital Lighting Market, by types of lights: Surface mount lights, Wraparound lights, Troffers, Parabolic bulbs, and Emergency lights

The report has focused study on Hospital Lighting Market by basis of hospital premises such as: Operating rooms, Patient wards/rooms, Diagnostic and imaging centers, Mortuary, External hospital lighting and corridors, and Ancillary service rooms

This is report has been further segmented into major regions, which includes detailed analysis of each region such as: North America, Europe, Asia-Pacific (APAC), and Rest of the World (RoW) covering all the major country level markets in each of the region.

This report identifies all the major companies operating in the hospital lighting market. Some of the major companies' profiles in detail are as follows:
Lumax Lighting
Cree Lighting, Inc.
Thorn Lighting Ltd.
Zumtobel Lighting Ltd.
KLS Martin Group
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